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PERFORATED CARD Tech skills
Time

Bugs
Cost
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With perforated cards 
development 
and modification processes 
used to take years of work 
by people with PhD degrees.



COBOL 
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With COBOL development 
process used to takes years 
and modifications used to take 
many months by people 
with computer science degrees. 

Tech skills
Time

Bugs
Cost
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When you deal with Java or dot 
NET development can take 
a year or more and 
modifications take months 
of work of skilled software 
developers.

Tech skills
Time

Bugs
CostJAVA or .NET 
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Tech skills
Time

Bugs
Cost

Low-code ProcessMix platform 
allows to decrease development 
time to weeks and 
modifications time to hours 
of effort by business analysts.

PROCESSMIX



VISUALIZED CORE LOGIC

● cycles, including nested loops

● logic branching

● subflows

● exceptions handling

● calls to external systems

What can be visualized at a flow level

● decision tables

● scorecards

● expressions

● connectors to data sources

Low code metaphors available

34



Front End Back End Data Sources

is a package solution and it combines such 
processes as - ETL ("extract, transform, and load"), 
BRMS (business rule management system), BPM 
(Business process management), RPA (Robotic 
process automation) and Stream processing. 

WHAT IS PROCESSMIX

BRMS RPA

Streaming 

PROCESSMIX

BPM ETL

SQL
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● allows users to quickly develop, validate 
and deploy powerful decision-making 
solutions through an intuitive, visual, 
drag-and-drop interface. 

WHY ARE WE DOING THIS

● combine best practices in decision 
management with ProcessMix 
capabilities to automate decision 
making in banking, financial, insurance, 
telco and other industries.

● easily define data structures and logic, 
author business rules via graphical 
interface, and implement backend tasks 
of any complexity.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RTKK5gMwWZYW8PgFvM72Q1oR09VIxP6G/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RTKK5gMwWZYW8PgFvM72Q1oR09VIxP6G/preview


PROCESSMIX
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PROCESSMIX platform
provides you with a set  of tools 
both for the design-time and
the runtime functionality. 



PROCESSMIX TOOLS
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DESIGN TIME FUNCTIONALITY
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Data structure definition is 
essential in development of any 
process or application. 

With ProcessMix you can quickly 
describe your data structures or 
import their definitions 
from an existing schema 
or a spreadsheet. You can then 
pass these data structures as 
parameters to decision tables, 
scorecards, rulesets and other 
decision assets.
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DESIGN TIME FUNCTIONALITY
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If you need to retrieve external data, 
ProcessMix offers code-free 
connectivity to external systems 
and services for data exchange. 

You can use Connector Builder to 
create REST or SOAP connectors 
and import JSON (Swagger) or 
XML data schemas. Use built-in 
validation facility to immediately 
test created connectors. 



WHY ARE WE DOING THIS

WE
VISUALIZED
DEVELOPMENT
ITSELF

100% without hand 
coding

Our expertise

“low code application building would 
gather more than 65% of all app 
development functions by the year 
2024”

Gartner predicts

Classic low code 

more than 5-year experience 
with best-in-class low code platforms 

enables developers 
implementing application logic:
■ 60% via graphical interfaces

● 40% using traditional hand 
coding 

enables developers implementing 
application logic:

■ 60% via graphical interfaces

■ 40% using traditional hand coding 

BRMS RPA

Streaming 

CORE

BPM ETL
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DESIGN TIME FUNCTIONALITY
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Data structure definitions are used 
in decision nodes organized into 
flows. 

In ProcessMix, Nodes are visual 
representations of logical 
constructs. 

Standard flow controls, such as 
loops and switches, are also 
visualized as nodes.

To work with simple if-then 
statements use the “If”; when you 
need to branch out your flow 
depending on multiple conditions, 
use the “Switch” node; and to work 
with data arrays, use the “Iterator”.

There are other special node types, 
for example to assign values to 
variables, execute scoring models 
or handle exceptions.



DESIGN TIME FUNCTIONALITY
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When you need to define 
formulas or logical expressions, 
or to assign values to variables, 
use the visual expression editor. 

The editor will validate 
assignments and expressions 
for you, and will automatically 
highlight any errors if found.



DESIGN TIME FUNCTIONALITY
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ProcessMix Scorecard builder is 
a visual tool to define analytic 
models that calculate predictive 
score based on the input 
information, such as that of 
a customer or client prospect. 

You can implement score models 
with multiple input characteristics 
of various data types. ProcessMix 
Scorecard Builder also allows you 
to import and export such models 
to industry-standard PMML format. 



DESIGN TIME FUNCTIONALITY
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If there is a need to extend 
application’s functionality with 
a custom Python script or external 
predictive model, ProcessMix 
Function Builder will help to handle 
this situation. Automatic code 
validation and syntax highlighting 
are provided here as well. 

You can also specify Python’s 
version and extend its capabilities 
by linking to third-party libraries.



DESIGN TIME FUNCTIONALITY
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To shorten development time and 
avoid logic duplication, ProcessMix 
provides you with options to reuse 
decision assets created in other 
projects. The system will 
automatically track changes made 
to them and notify you when 
updates have been detected. 

You can also link to a fixed version 
of the dependency from its list of 
prior revisions.



TEAM DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONALITY
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NEED TRANSPARENCY AND 
CONTROL? 

Use the ability to review 
composition of the project for any 
commit in its history. The content is 
shown and contrasted against a 
previous commit in the same 
branch. 

This allows users to easily inspect 
and navigate the project revision 
tree. 

Combined with the asset tag 
management functionality, commit 
history allows to easily identify and 
track all modifications made to the 
project.



PROCESSMIX TOOLS
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TEAM DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONALITY
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ProcessMix branching capabilities 
help to achieve development goals 
in a shorter timeframe and make 
project management and 
monitoring more efficient: review 
the content of any commit and 
compare it to the prior revision; 
search for previous commits 
by date, branch name, author, 
comments and tags.  



TEAM DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONALITY
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With the Conflict Resolver tool 
ProcessMix allows you to 
determine in more details  what 
changes should be applied to the 
project in order to resolve such 
conflicts USING CONTROLS. 



TEAM DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONALITY
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When ProcessMix merges two 
commits, an automated merge 
procedure compares every object 
and finds changes in relation to 
the parent commit.



TEAM DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONALITY
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As a result of automated merge 
procedure local changes will 
have higher priority AND 
ALREADY USED IN THE 
PROJECT AFTER MERGE



DETECTED ANY CONFLICTS 

When users make changes 
in the same entities or their properties, merge 
conflicts occur.

Conflict Resolver helps to resolve merge 
conflicts, provides a user with the ability 
to determine what changes should be applied 
to the project.

Possible to apply local or remote changes 
to the entire entity.

To facilitate decision making, 
the most difficult elements have tooltips 
that complement user's understanding 
of the conflicting element.

Conflict resolver

42



NEED TRANSPARENCY AND CONTROL

Displays complete information about the 
project since its creation, including all 
user-created branches and all commits.

Ability to view the composition 
of the project in each selected commit.

Provides functionality to  switch 
between 
the commits in the project.

The contents of the project are 
displayed 
in comparison to the previous commits 
in the same branch. This allows a user 
to easily navigate the commit tree.

Tag management functionality.

Global history 

44



PROCESSMIX TOOLS
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PROCESSMIX TOOLS



DEPLOYMENT FUNCTIONALITY
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Once the project development 
work is completed, simply click 
on the "Run" button, and your 
project will be instantly compiled 
and deployed.



DEPLOYMENT FUNCTIONALITY
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This action will create input and 
output endpoints to feed data 
into the flow and return its 
execution results. 

Your application is now available 
for further validation and testing. 



WORK IN LARGER TEAM

Improves efficiency of project team work, helps 
achieving project goals in a shorter time frame, 
and makes process of project managing and 
monitoring more productive.

Consists of Commit, Merge and Release 
Dialogues.

View the contents of each commit and compare 
to the previous one in the branch.

Search for required commits by date, branch, 
author, comments and tags.

Merge with other commits from any branch.

Team collaboration panel
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HOW TO SAVE TIME

Provides the ability to reuse entities from other 
projects.

The system tracks changes made in the 
inherited project and notifies a user if any 
changes found. A user can update reused 
entities to the latest version. It is also possible 
to select required version of the project from 
the stored ones.

A user can view the content of each project, 
including every version that exists.

Possible to add up to 100 dependencies.

Dependency

43



PROCESSMIX TOOLS
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TESTING & DEBUGGING FUNCTIONALITY
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Once deployed, you can fine-tune 
your decision process with a 
full-fledged debugger — 
an effective tool for identifying 
logical problems in the 
application. 



TESTING & DEBUGGING FUNCTIONALITY
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It will help you to investigate such 
problems by pausing the flow 
execution at specific breakpoints. 



TESTING & DEBUGGING FUNCTIONALITY
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The system will run the flow up 
to the next  breakpoint and will 
stop so that you can inspect the 
results produced by prior nodes. 



TESTING & DEBUGGING FUNCTIONALITY
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You can also perform 
step-by-step execution 
of the decision flow.  



NEED TO CHECK FLOW COMPILATION ERRORS  

Debug implemented logic by suspending the execution 
at specific points in a module (called breakpoints) and 
proceeding with the execution step-by-step inside 
the flowchart. 

When the project is in debug mode, the system is ready 
to accept input parameters; when they are received, 

Debug panel

40

The process starts. During debugging, the system runs 
the flowchart up to each breakpoint and shows the output 
of the previous node.

An effective tool for the timely identification of problems 
in the process logic.



PROCESSMIX TOOLS
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EXECUTION AND USAGE FUNCTIONALITY

Once properly tested, your 
application is now ready to move 
forward and start operating 
in a production environment. 

46



integrate endpoints and use

Export:
source code and com?? file to GIT
OR
jar and work files to Repository (Nexus, JFrog, 
etc.)
OR
your environment

USE ANYWHERE
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Thank you 
   for your attention!


